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TALENTNET BUSINESS INNOVATION SHOWCASE -
EXCLUSIVE REGIONAL EXCURSION IN SINGAPORE COMMENCES

TODAY

Singapore, 19 June 2019 – Talentnet Business Innovation Showcase 2019, the regional business
excursion designed exclusively for Vietnamese enterprises, gets off to a rousing start. Taking place
from 19 to 21 June 2019 in Singapore, the event has attracted in excess of 50 CEOs, business leaders
and HR practitioners from more than 30 homegrown companies. Initiated and organized by Talentnet
Corporation in collaboration with the Singapore Human Resources Institute, Talentnet Business
Innovation Showcase 2019 brings together the brightest minds in the given field for the sharing of
insights, ideas and best practices on successful people management, as well as the exchange of proven
tools and strategies.

Under the theme of “ZigZag Transformation”, the event is designed to equip participants with
disruptive approaches to innovative HR strategies and practices through compelling speakers,
engaging office visit and in-depth discussion. With Talentnet Business Innovation Showcase, the
transformation journey of Vietnamese enterprises has been mapped out as the “zigzag” path, which
suggests the new roadmap for getting ahead. Instead of picking a final destination and trying to close
the gaps, enterprises can try out new ideas and concepts, adopt multiple perspectives, keep an open
mind in HR processes, as well as welcome changes and innovation when needed. Along the journey of
“ZigZag Transformation”, enterprises are expected to become more future-ready by “zigging” nearer
to digitally disrupted business market, as well as more strategic by “zagging” to regional best practices
and like-minded network.

Gex Ventures, Google, Harman, Heraeus, Oracle, and Unilever Singapore are amongst the host
companies who are sharing their best business insights and success stories on people management.
These companies continuously demonstrate true excellence in HR and have been recognized with
prestigious business and HR awards over the years. Some of the pertinent topics and key issues
covered in the event include: Rethinking HR in changing business model, The art of talent
management and engagement, Leadership in innovative disruption era, and numerous others.

Not merely a fertile ground for in-depth knowledge sharing, Talentnet Business Innovation Showcase
2019 also provides an opportunity to get immersed in the most attractive work environments in
Singapore, in which participants can leverage upon to broaden their mindsets and widen
their horizons.

“The rapid pace of development in the era of Industry 4.0 poses enormous pressure and
challenges for HR personnel, as they have to deal with substantial changes in business
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strategies, customer requirements, and employee expectations. Therefore, HR leaders and
practitioners need to be even more flexible and adaptable, steering change and responding
to change in order to stay ahead of the pack. Regional outreach to those companies taking
the lead in HR transformation becomes essential that every organization should take into
account to secure sustainable business growth,” shared Ms. Tieu Yen Trinh, CEO of
the Talentnet Corporation, Chief Organizer of TBIS since 2017.

“Talentnet Business Innovation Showcase is where participants will be inspired and
empowered by practical takeaways from top enterprises in Singapore. Through this event,
Talentnet looks forward to enhancing an impactful HR strategy which encourages a positive
workplace and high-performance culture across corporates in Vietnam. These will further
help bridge the gap of people strategy between local and regional companies, as well as
leave a positive impact on the local HR arena,” said Ms. Nguyen Thi An Ha, Head of
Marketing and Communications of Talentnet – Chief Organizer of TBIS.

Mr. Eddie Lee, Executive Director of the Singapore Human Resources Institute (SHRI),
Co-organizer of TBIS 2019 also shared, “As the pace of change quickens and the role of HR
has been particularly impacted by the technological growth, adaptability is becoming
an intrinsic part of business success. As such, learning the advanced practices and staying
updated with regional/global HR standards are of growing importance to create an adaptable
and innovative workforce that helps ensure company longevity. Backed by the success of the
2017 edition, we are so glad to continue collaborating with Talentnet to bring back the event
to support Vietnamese companies and HR community. I believe when HR is properly
invested, Vietnamese businesses will soon move closer to full global integration with an agile
workforce.”

- Ends -
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***********************
Talentnet Corporation

Established in 2017, originating from the Human Resources Services unit of PricewaterhouseCoopers Vietnam,
Talentnet is now acknowledged as the leading HR consulting firm in the country, with nearly 20 years of
experience in the local labor market. With the vision “Make a difference in the lives of every employee”,
Talentnet is passionate about contributing to a better working life for Vietnamese employees through
professional HR solutions designed to meet the diverse needs of Vietnamese and international clients. Local
understanding enhanced by international methodology from two global partners give Talentnet a greater
understanding of organizations when providing suitable solutions. Its wide range of integrated services includes:
Executive Search, Payroll and HR Outsourcing, Mercer Salary Surveys, and HR Consulting.

For detail information, please visit: www.talentnet.vn
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Established in 1965, SHRI is a not-for-profit, professional HR body which represents Individual Members (HR
professionals, people managers, employers and business leaders) and Corporate Members (private and public
sector organizations) across diverse sectors.

SHRI connects HR professionals and business leaders locally and overseas through its signature conferences,
membership activities, dialogues and networking sessions. SHRI Academy caters to the learning and
development needs of adult learners through a comprehensive HR education curriculum under its School of
Human Capital Management. SHRI Corporation focuses on enabling knowledge acquisition and skills
development at individual and corporate levels through training, certification, HR consultancy and shared
services.

For more information, please visit: http://shri.org.sg/
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